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Rossi & Rossi is delighted to announce Undoing / Ongoing, an exhibition of new works by 
Pakistani artist Naiza Khan. Featuring oil paintings, watercolours, prints and brass sculpture, 
the show is a continuation of Khan’s long engagement with the urban landscape of Karachi and 
the city’s relationship with the sea. Though grounded in Karachi, her work also references global 
phenomena, including ideas of dwelling, movement, boundaries and the impermeability of 
borders. 

Through her diverse practice, Khan investigates the built structures of Karachi and its 
surrounding areas, focusing especially on ruins, construction sites, public spaces and found 
objects. In her works, the city, and the life that exists within it, is presented as an organic 
structure under threat—of development, migration, modernisation and decay. In exploring and 
theorising urban space, the artist has encountered multiple embedded histories and time 
frames, as told through the city’s discarded objects and architectural constructions.  

In a number of Khan’s larger new paintings, Karachi appears as a dark, oily shadow or 
reflection. Against this background, Breakage (2015) depicts the nearby island of Manora as a 
fractured, bisected plan, overlain and ‘unified’ in red paint by what seem to be the scattered 
footprints of unknown red buildings. Flickering between plan and silhouette, between flatness 
and three-dimensionality, the central form of this work suggests to Khan, ‘[A] large pylon under 
the ground. Something floating, contained and yet rooted. I was thinking, does concrete have a 
memory of its pouring? Does this object carry within it a history, and a memory of what it will 
become?’ Like people, objects and architectural constructions, she implies, have lives and 
memories of their own because they are interwoven into the same flux, form and pattern. This 
inexorable sense of flux is made explicit in the title of the exhibition, with its intimation that 
any sense of progress is immediately pushed back—or ‘undone’. 

In Undoing / Ongoing, Khan also presents a number of cast brass sculptures that are the result 
of her explorations of the nature of debris and its productive quality in space. For the artist, the 
process of casting also operates as an underlying metaphor, bringing to the fore 
considerations of spillage, spontaneous making, transformation and mutability of form. 
Through her casts, she explores the phenomena of erasure and volume; the notion of aerial and 
planer views; and the multiple ‘presencing’ of objects through recurring motifs such as the boat, 
the tent, the horizontal line or the gutted whale. How does one, in fact, cast the phenomena of a 
city?  

 

 
Naiza Khan, Breakage, 2015, oil on canvas, 120 x 150 cm (47 ¼ x 

59 in) 
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ABOUT THE ARTIST: 
Born in Bahawalpur, Pakistan, in 1968, Naiza Khan trained at the Ruskin School of Drawing and 
Fine Art, University of Oxford, and the Wimbledon College of Art, University of the Arts, 
London, UK. Her work has been widely exhibited internationally, including at the 2012 Shanghai 
Biennale and exhibitions such as Hanging Fire: Contemporary Art from Pakistan at Asia 
Society, New York, USA; XV Biennale Donna, Ferrara, Italy; Desperately Seeking Paradise at Art 
Dubai 2008; Manifesta 8, Murcia, Spain; and the 2010 Cairo Biennale, Cairo, Egypt.  
 
The artist has been selected for residencies at the Gasworks, London, UK, and at the Rybon Art 
Center, Tehran, Iran. As a founding member and longtime coordinator of Vasl Artists’ Collective 
in Karachi, Khan has worked to foster art in the city, and participated in a series of innovative 
art projects in partnership with other workshops in the region, such as Khoj International Artists’ 
Association, New Delhi, India; Britto Arts Trust, Dhaka, Bangladesh; Sutra Art Foundation, 
Kathmandu, Nepal; and Theertha International Artists’ Collective, Colombo, Sri Lanka. In 
addition, she has curated three exhibitions of Pakistani contemporary art, including The Rising 
Tide: New Directions in Art from Pakistan, 1990–2010 at the Mohatta Palace Museum, Karachi.  
 
In 2013, Khan had her first major retrospective in an American museum: Karachi Elegies at the 
Eli and Edythe Broad Art Museum at Michigan State University, East Lansing, USA. In 2013, she 
was also the recipient of the Prince Claus Award in recognition of her exceptional initiatives 
and activities in the fields of art and culture. Her artworks are held in private and public 
collections around the world. 
 
ABOUT ROSSI & ROSSI: 
Founded in 1985 in London by Anna Maria Rossi, who has some forty years of experience in the 
field of Asian art, and later joined by her son Fabio Rossi, Rossi & Rossi specialises in classical 
works of art from India and the Himalayan region as well as early Chinese and Central Asian 
textiles. In the mid-2000s, Rossi & Rossi began working with contemporary Asian artists, with 
a special focus on Tibetan art. The gallery’s deep interest in both the art and culture of the past 
and the vibrant and innovative art being produced by Asian artists today is reflected in its 
international reputation for handling only the finest pieces. 
 
Operating in the centre of Mayfair, London, and from Hong Kong, Rossi & Rossi regularly stages 
specialist and groundbreaking exhibitions. The gallery has also participated in renowned 
contemporary art fairs, such as Art15 London and Art Basel Hong Kong.  
 


